WELCOME TO GOTHENBURG

We are delighted that you have chosen to visit a city that has been ranked top in the Global Destination Sustainability Index for five years running, making it one of the world’s most sustainable destinations. In Gothenburg, everyone is welcome – whether you’ve come for the buzz of the big city, tranquil nature or one of our many events. Here at the tourist information service, we can help you choose from the many things to see and do in Gothenburg and its archipelago. We hope you will have a wonderful stay with us! See you soon!

Annelie Karlsson,
Manager, Visitor Services
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STROMMA.COM
**ALWAYS SOMETHING GOING ON**

Gothenburg is a lively city of events. From January to December you can enjoy a great mix of major sports events, food festivals, garden exhibitions and cultural events. Find out what is on today at [goteborg.com/en/events](http://goteborg.com/en/events).

**GÖTEBORGSVARVET 1/2 MARATHON**
MAY
The Göteborgsvarvet half marathon is a classic 21-kilometre race held each year in Gothenburg.

**GÖTEBORG FILM FESTIVAL**
JANUARY–FEBRUARY
30,000 people enjoy blockbuster films and independent gems during Scandinavia’s top film festival.

**GÖTEBORG HORSE SHOW**
FEBRUARY
The Scandinavium arena hosts the FEI Jumping World Cup 2019/2020 in the Western European League.

**INTERNATIONAL SCIENCE FESTIVAL**
APRIL
One of the leading popular science events in Europe, offering hundreds of activities.

**GÖTEBORG BOOK FAIR**
SEPTEMBER
The Swedish Exhibition & Congress Centre hosts the biggest book fair in Scandinavia.

**WAY OUT WEST**
AUGUST
The globally acclaimed music festival comes to Slottsskogen city park for the 14th year in a row.

**GÖTEBORG CULTURE FESTIVAL**
AUGUST/SEPTEMBER
The city is transformed into a free festival of culture for all.

**GÖTEBORG CHRISTMAS CITY**
NOVEMBER–DECEMBER
Gothenburg is a magical festive city, with masses of Christmas lights, markets, Christmas at Liseberg and an unbeatable atmosphere.

**AUTUMN CITY**
OCTOBER–NOVEMBER
Culture, food, autumn markets and spooky fun throughout the city.
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**THE SUSTAINABLE CITY**

Sustainability is more important than ever, including for visitors, and Gothenburg offers a whole host of sustainable activities in and around the city. Gothenburg has been ranked top in the Global Destination Sustainability Index for five years running, making it one of the world’s most sustainable destinations. In 2021, Gothenburg was also named the world’s most sustainable city by travel guide Lonely Planet.

**1. SUSTAINABLE TRANSPORT**
The popular Styr & Ställ rental bicycles can be found at more than 130 stations around the city and almost 100% of public transport runs on renewable energy. What’s more, crossing the river by ferry or travelling by tram are authentic, fun, great-value forms of sightseeing!

**2. ORGANIC & LOCALLY PRODUCED**
Locally produced, organic, vegan and vegetarian – Gothenburg offers plenty of sustainable delights to eat and drink. Discover cafés and restaurants with a focus on sustainability. See page 42 for more suggestions.

**3. DISCOVER’S GOTHENBURG’S NATURE**
Find exciting new places in the city centre and in Gothenburg’s archipelago, while exercising and getting the chance to win prizes. Pick up a map at Gothenburg Visitor Centre or Infopoints in the archipelago, or download the map via the Hitta UT app.

**4. OUTDOOR ART IN THE CITY**
Artscape and ArtMadeThis are two projects helping to make the city more colourful. The Let’s Colour Göteborg anniversary project’s 21 kilometre art tour is a walking/cycling trail lined with murals.

**5. VINTAGE AND SECOND-HAND**
Gothenburg has lots of fantastic second-hand shops. Browse the vintage and second-hand outlets around Gothenburg. Find out more on page 22.

**6. CAMP OUT NEAR THE PILGRIM TRAIL**
Stay in a tree tent in Vättlefjäll Nature Reserve. Pevon Ecoturism offers educational outdoor experiences together with local partners. You can also book guided wilderness tours or cook dinner over an open fire.
1923-2023

100 years in Gothenburg

Together we have made Gothenburg more beautiful, wiser, more fun and dynamic during the last 100 years. As Gothenburg now celebrates 400 years, we continue to invest and build for future generations. This we want to celebrate with you!

Gothenburg’s 400th Anniversary Celebration 2023

Culture, history, art, urban development, music, food, party!

Join the celebration of Gothenburg 400 years June 2 to September 3, 2023. Follow the planning on goteborg2023.com and on social media @goteborg2023.

Aquarium
Avenyn och Götaplatsen
Gothenburg Botanical Garden
Bräcke diakoni
Göteborgs Konsthall
Gothenburg Museum of Art

Gothenburg Natural History Museum
The School of Business, Economics and Law
Liseberg
Slotsskogsvallen

Discover lots of exciting things going on at goteborg2023.com/100ar
**MUSEUMS**

**AEROSEUM, GRANHÅLL**
Aeroseum is an underground aviation experience centre in one of the most secret Cold War defence installations. Learn about the history and development of aviation.
[aeroseum.se](aeroseum.se)

**CENTRE FOR CONTEMPORARY ART (GÖTEBORGS KONSTHALL), GÖTAPLATSEN**
The Center for Contemporary Art presents group and solo exhibitions of Swedish and international artists that illustrate the diversity of contemporary art.
[konsthallen.goteborg.se](konsthallen.goteborg.se)

**GÖTEBORG MUSEUM OF ART (GÖTEBORGSKONSTMUSEUM), GÖTAPLATSEN**
one of northern Europe’s finest art collections, dating from the 15th century onwards. It also has an excellent selection of art books for sale.
[goteborgskonstmuseum.se](goteborgskonstmuseum.se)

**GÖTEBORG NATURAL HISTORY MUSEUM, MUSEIVÄGEN 10**
See the dinosaur skeleton, butterflies, an African elephant and millions of other creatures at the oldest museum in Gothenburg.
[gnm.se](gnm.se)

**GOTHENBURG BELT FACTORY (GÖTEBORGSRÆMFABRIK), ÅVÄGEN 15**
This belt factory is one of the best-preserved early 20th century workplaces in Scandinavia.
[remfabriken.se](remfabriken.se)

**GOTHENBURG TRAM MUSEUM (GÖTEBORGSPÅRVÄGSMUSEUM), J SIGFRID EDSTRÖMS GATA 2**
A museum dedicated to the history of trams.
[ringlinien.org](ringlinien.org)

**MUSEUM OF GOTHENBURG, NORRA HAMNGATAN 12**
Heritage museum relating the history of Gothenburg from prehistoric times to the present day. Features permanent exhibitions and visiting exhibitions on current topics.
[goteborgsstadsmuseum.se](goteborgsstadsmuseum.se)

**HASSELBLAD CENTER, GÖTAPLATSEN**
Photographic exhibitions by Nordic and international photographers.
[hasselbladfoundation.org](hasselbladfoundation.org)

**IDROTTSMUSEET, KVIBERGS KASERNER**
Three floors of sports nostalgia, with thousands of photos and objects from the world of sport.
[idrottsmuseet.se](idrottsmuseet.se)

**KORTEDALA MUSEUM, ADVENTSVÄGEN 1**
An apartment museum that brings to life the history of everyday life in the 50s and 60s. The single-bed room apartment with kitchen is furnished with original items.
[kortedalamuseum.se](kortedalamuseum.se)

**GOTHENBURG MARITIME EXPERIENCE CENTRE, PACKHUSPLATSEN 12**
Fifteen museum vessels moored in a single location create a floating maritime experience for the whole family.
[maritiman.se](maritiman.se)

**MEDICAL HISTORY MUSEUM**
Closed for renovation. The museum plans to re-open to visitors in spring 2023.
[medicinhistoriskamuseet.se](medicinhistoriskamuseet.se)

**THE EAST INDIAMAN GÖTHEBORG, PIER 4, ERIKSBERG**
Explore a replica of the Swedish East India trading ship which sank outside the entrance to Gothenburg harbour on its return from China in 1745. The ship is based at Eriksberg, but plans to sail to Asia in 2022-2023.
[soic.se](soic.se)

**RADIOMUSEET, ANDERS CARLSSONS GATA 2**
For anyone who is interested in design and technology – a real dose of nostalgia.
[radiomuseet.se](radiomuseet.se)

**RÖDA STEN ART CENTRE, RÖDA STEN 1**
An exciting arena for contemporary art, including exhibitions, workshops and a creative workshop for children and young people.
[rodasten.com](rodasten.com)

**RÖHSSKA MUSEUM OF FASHION, DESIGN AND DECORATIVE ARTS, VASAGATAN 37–39**
A museum that specialises in design, fashion and handicrafts. Museum shop and St Agnes’ Café on the entrance floor.
[rohsska.se](rohsska.se)

**MARITIME MUSEUM AND AQUARIUM**
The new museum opens its doors in autumn 2022, with a new aquarium hall featuring a living coral reef.
[sjofartsmuseetakvariet.se](sjofartsmuseetakvariet.se)

**UNIVERSEUM, KORSVÄGEN**
Sweden’s national science centre in the heart of Gothenburg is home to science and experiences from around the world – from the great oceans and the Amazon rainforest to a chemistry lab, a technology workshop and infinite space. Universeum focuses on sustainability, and has been environmentally certified since 2006.
[universeum.se](universeum.se)

**THE VOLVO MUSEUM, ARENDAL SKANS**
A museum that portrays the history of Volvo’s development from 1927 to the modern day.
[volvomuseum.com](volvomuseum.com)

**MUSEUM OF WORLD CULTURE (VÄRLDSKULTURMUSEET), SÖDRA VÄGEN 54**
Thought-provoking topical exhibitions about contemporary life. You can also get a good lunch here.
[varldskulturmuseerna.se/varldskulturmusee](varldskulturmuseerna.se/varldskulturmusee)

**POPULAR PLACES AND ATTRACTIONS**

Museums, parks, viewing points and imposing buildings – here are some of the residents’ favourite places in the city. Gothenburg is closer to Sweden’s nature than any other city.
SKANSEN LEJONET, EMERENTIAS BACKE, GULLBERGET
A former fortress which stands on Gullberget in central Gothenburg. Designed by Erik Dahlbergh and was built in 1689–1694. gotiskaforbundet.se

SLOTTSSKOGSOBSERVATORIET, SLOTTSSKOGEN
Take a guided tour of the stars and find out more about the huge universe that we are all part of. slottsskogsobservatoriet.se

SLOTTSSKOGENS VATTENTORN, SLOTTSSKOGEN
A lookout tower that is 80 metres above sea level. The tower was completed in 1899 and was originally built to enable residents of the city to climb up and admire the beautiful view over the city. goteborg.se

PARKS AND GARDENS

GOTHENBURG BOTANICAL GARDEN, CARL SKOTTBERGS GATA 22 A
One of Europe’s largest and most prominent botanical gardens turns 100 in 2023. Discover fantastic plants and natural areas. botaniska.se

HISINGSPARKEN, HINNEBÄCKSGATAN
The largest park in Gothenburg, featuring wetlands, running trails and more. Say hello to the animals at the nearby Kättilröds 4H farm, or enjoy a barbecue by the water at Sätta Damm. goteborg.se

CENTENARY PARK, LUNDBYVASSEN
A constantly changing park that offers swimming, a sauna and more. Developed as part of the celebrations for Gothenburg’s 400-year anniversary in 2021. alvstad.se/jubileumsparken

KEILLERS PARK, RAMBERGET
Donated to the City of Gothenburg in 1906 by James Keiller, director of Götaverken shipyards. The park is a mix of landscaped gardens and natural forest, with a pond featuring the statue “Najad” sculpted by Carl Milles. goteborg.se

KUNGSPARKEN
This park ties together several parts of central Gothenburg. Its closeness to the water makes it a popular choice for a picnic or stretching out in the sun. goteborg.se

LISEBERG
Not only is Liseberg the Nordic region’s largest amusement park, it also aims to become a world-leading sustainable park by 2025. In addition to the many rides, you can also enjoy organic restaurants, beautiful gardens and green spaces. liseberg.se

LÄRJEÅN CAFÉ & GARDENS, EKEVADSVÄGEN 5
Just a stone’s throw from Angered Centrum shopping centre in a wonderful garden setting. There is easy access from the café gardens to the Lärjeån valley and many fine walking trails. ljarjeanstradgardar.se

SLOTTSSKOGEN CITY PARK, LINNÉPLATSEN
In summer this green retreat in Gothenburg is a favourite spot for picnics among locals and visitors, but the park is well worth a visit all year round. Plikta playground, the Children’s Zoo and the fascinating moose are definite favourites for young kids. goteborg.se/sloottsskogener

MORE SUGGESTIONS

GÅRDSLAGET
Not only is Liseberg the Nordic region’s largest amusement park, it also aims to become a world-leading sustainable park by 2025. In addition to the many rides, you can also enjoy organic restaurants, beautiful gardens and green spaces. liseberg.se

LAGARDSFÖRENINGEN, SLUSSGATAN 1
One of the best-preserved 19th century parks in Europe. The Rose Garden has thousands of beautiful roses in summer and the greenhouse is filled with palms and tropical plants. There is also a great playground here. tradgardsforeningen.se
VÄRLDSKULTURMUSEET
MEET THE WORLD | WWW.VARLDSKULTURMUSEET.SE | TRAMSTOP KORSVÄGEN

The Museum of World Culture is an exciting venue with adventures for the whole family, showcasing exhibitions on global issues. With its unique architecture and central location near Universeum and Liseberg, a visit to the museum is not to be missed. Have a coffee, explore the exhibition Crossroads or the family exhibition Together, join a creative workshop, listen to a concert or just be. Hope to see you!

FREE ADMISSION

THE THING ABOUT GOTHENBURG
EXPLORE THE 1900S
PERMANENT EXHIBITION

Museum of Gothenburg | goteborgstadsmuseum.se
A municipal company, City of Gothenburg

MEMORIES FROM GOTHENBURG
Souvenirs: www.ditoevent.se
Posters: www.thomasodesign.com
Can also be bought at Gothenburg Visitor Centre

DITO event Worldwide shipping ThomasDESIGN
OCEAN BUS, STORA TEatern
Ocean Bus offers a fun sightseeing tour on land and on the river Göta Älv. The amphibious bus lets you stay on the same vehicle throughout the tour, and produces zero emissions. Guided tours in Swedish and English. oceanbus.se

PADDAN CANAL BOATS, KUNGSportsbron
Board the traditional sightseeing boats at Kungsportsplatsen and see the old moat and canals dating from the 17th century. Guided tour in Swedish and English. stromma.se

SEGWAY, Lilla Bommen
Hire a Segway and explore the city on your own or join a guided tour. Segways are easy to use and the pace is gentle. Hire machines from Lilla Bommen harbour. segwayadventure.se

STINSEN SIGHTSEEING, GUSTAF ADOLFS TORG
A charming tour by train along the streets of Gothenburg. Your guide tells you about the city and the places you pass along the way. Guided tour in Swedish, English and German. stinsensightseeing.se

WALKNET
A variety of city tours on foot or guided tours by tram. They include a bastion tour of “fortified Gothenburg”. walknet.se

BOAT TOURS

BOHUSLINJEN
One- and two-day boat tours along the Bohus coast. Bus tour from Drottningtorget in Gothenburg to the departure point for M/S Eriksberg. bohuslinjen.se

GOTHENBURG COAST CHARTER, ERIKSBerg
Customise one-day or several-day cruises in the Gothenburg archipelago on the boat Seatlife. gotcc.se/se

SKÄRGÅRDSSLINJEN, PACKHUSKAJEN
M/S Trubaduren is a passenger ferry that offers shellfish tours with entertainment in the Gothenburg archipelago. In summer there are also daytime guided tours without the entertainment, but with the same excellent shellfish buffet. skargardslinjen.se

STRÖMMA CRUISES AND TOURS, LILLA BOMMEN
A selection of cruises and boat tours in the Gothenburg archipelago during the day and evening. Step aboard and enjoy the spectacular archipelago on its own, or in combination with live music and a seafood buffet. stromma.se

SÅLLSKÅPET ANGÅTEN, STENpiren
Enjoy an atmospheric tour of the archipelago on board the steamboat Bohuslän – a vessel with its own special heritage and engineering history. steamboat.se

57°NORD
A comfortable, modern boat that carries up to 10 people. Book an existing package or customise your own tour: 57° Nord picks up and drops off near the Göteborg Opera, Stenpiren, Klippan, Hisingen or wherever you choose. 57nord.se

SWIMMING

PUBLIC SWIMMING IN CENTENARY PARK
Developed as part of the celebrations for Gothenburg’s 400-year anniversary in 2021, and in response to residents’ desire to get closer to the water. This is the first open-air swimming pool to be created in the river Göta Älv. The pool is 20 metres long, 8 metres wide and is open to anyone who fancies taking a dip. goteborg.se/jubileumsparken

SEA AND LAKES
Askimsbadet, Nässet, Saltholmen, Silviken and Stora Amundön are examples of top bathing spots with beaches and rocks. If you prefer freshwater swimming, head for Bergsjön, Delsjön or Härlanda Tjärn.
Welcome to Gothenburg Botanical Garden

For 100 years we’ve been working with biodiversity, and plants from all over the world. We hope the next 100 years will be just as exciting.

Join us to celebrate in 2023!

The garden is open around the clock, every day of the year. It features a shop, a restaurant and 16,000 different plant species. We are building new greenhouses with a Visitor’s Centre, and the current greenhouses are therefore closed.

www.botaniska.se

WALKING & CYCLING

BOHUSLEDEN TRAIL
A 360-kilometre walking trail that stretches from Lindome in Halland to Strömstad in Bohuslän.
bohusleden.se

DELSJÖN AREA
The area around the lakes of Stora Delsjön and Lilla Delsjön in eastern Gothenburg is a haven for wildlife and birds and offers some fine walks. There are designated areas for barbecues and you can swim or hire canoes. In winter you can ski downhill or cross-country.
npk.nu | goteborg.se

GOTALEDEN
This walking trail runs between Gothenburg and Alingsås. It stretches a total of 71 kilometres, divided into nine different stages. There are plenty of commuter train stations and places to sleep, eat and drink along the route.
gotaleden.se

HALLANDSLEDEN
The Hallandsleden trail meets up with the Skåneleden trail in the south and the Bohusleden trail in the north. The trail stretches almost 440 kilometres and is divided into three shorter trails.
hallandsleden.se

KATTEGATLEDEN
A 370-kilometre-long, almost car-free, cycle trail that follows the coast between Helsingborg in the south and Gothenburg in the north.
kattegattleden.se

KUSTSTIGEN BOHUSLÄN
The coastal path is made up of a variety of walking trails and circular routes along the West Coast. The Gothenburg Archipelago Route stage begins at Hönö ferry port, which you can reach by bus or cycle and car ferry across to Hönö. A 27 km walking tour across four islands along the coast. Bus stops next to the trail.
kuststigen.se

THE PILGRIM TRAIL GÖTA RIVER
A walking trail rich in cultural heritage. Divided up into Gothenburg–Lödöse, Lödöse–Hålanda and Lödöse–Vänersborg stages
pilgrimsledengotaalv.se

THE VILDMARKSLEDEN TRAIL
The trail begins at Skatås recreation centre, and continues for 40 km to Hindås. It can be divided up into stages, and many people enjoy cycling along the trail. There are three places with wind breaks where you can stay overnight.
vildmarksleden.eu

VÄTTLEFJÄLL
A nature reserve that is one of the largest natural spaces in Gothenburg The rolling landscape is home to mosses, heather moors, broadleaf forest and pine forest. The Bohusleden and Vättlefjällsleden trails meet here, and there are small lakes that are ideal for canoeing and fishing.
vastkuststiftelsen.se | kanotpoolen.se

ÄNGGÅRDSBERGEN
This nature reserve borders on Gothenburg Botanical Garden and the rolling landscape provides diverse environments and offers walking trails, lakes and beautiful views.
botaniska.se

MORE SUGGESTIONS

CYCLE MAP
Pick up a cycle map of Gothenburg at Gothenburg Visitor Centre. The map shows cycle paths, Styr & Ställ rental stations and cycle pump locations, as well as practical information and suggested cycle tours.

HITTA UT
Take the Hitta Ut map when you go walking, cycling or running: train your body and your brain, and discover new locations. Anyone can take part according to their abilities, at any time of the day during the season, which usually runs from May to October.
orientering.se/provapaaktiviteter/hittaut

FISHING
Head out to the islands to fish for mackerel, enjoy the sea air during an exciting lobster safari or get a fishing permit and try your luck in Gothenburg’s lakes.

CANOEING
Paddling a kayak or canoe is the perfect way to experience Gothenburg’s spectacular archipelago, the city’s canals or tranquil lakes. No prior experience is required. Operators can offer guided tours or recommend routes.
Family favourites and activities for children and young people

Looking for activities for children? Do like local mums and dads do and head for the parks and green spaces, or discover the city’s museums and attractions that cater for children.

FAMILY FAVOURITES

AEROSEUM
An underground aviation experience centre in one of the Cold War’s top-secret defence facilities, which now traces the history and development of aviation. Test your skills in a flight simulator, be winched up by a rescue helicopter or check out the spy exhibits.
aeroseum.se

ALFIE ATKINS’ CULTURAL CENTRE
This is a place where inquisitive kids can play, run around, climb and explore in a house filled with curious objects. The settings and the activities are inspired by the books of Gunilla Bergström, and include a theatre and storytelling sessions. There is a café and shop.
Age group (0–8).
alfonskulturhus.com

GOTHENBURG NATURAL HISTORY MUSEUM
See the world’s only stuffed blue whale, the mighty African elephant and a fantastic variety of animals – big and small – from all over the world. And don’t miss the dinosaur skeleton, the fossils or the beautiful corals!
gnm.se

MUSEUM OF GOTHENBURG (STADSMUSEET)
The museum has a special department for young children; the Children’s Museum. They can play here and explore the city by climbing a tower building or riding on a tram. This is ideal for children up to age 5, but older children are also welcome. The heritage exhibits at the museum also include the only Viking ship in Sweden that is permanently on display.
goteborgsstadsmuseum.se

LISEBERG AMUSEMENT PARK
Liseberg marks its centenary in 2023. The celebrations began in 2022 with a brand new area – Luna Park – and two new family attractions, Turbo and Tempus. Another attraction will be launched for the centenary: the family rollercoaster Luna. During the autumn, Liseberg will be open for child-friendly mischief and houses of horror.
liseberg.se

GOTHENBURG MARITIME EXPERIENCE CENTRE
Delve deep into maritime history and old ships aboard a fleet of vessels at Gothenburg Maritime Experience Centre, near Packhuskajen. This is your chance to go to sea without leaving harbour. The café serves waffles to hungry seadogs and shipmates.
maritiman.se

UNIVERSEUM SCIENCE CENTRE
See the sharks being fed in the aquarium hall, explore the rain forest and carry out fun experiments in the chemistry lab. Miniverseum is Universeum’s new experience for young adventurers. Here, children aged 0 to 6 can learn about biodiversity and sustainable development.
universeum.se

MUSEUM OF WORLD CULTURE (VÄRLDSKULTURMUSEET)
The Together exhibition is about the joy and difficulties of being together, and uses objects from the museum’s collections to ask topical questions of children in the age range 0–12 as well as adults. Here, children and adults explore together, and play and learn by using their body, heart and brain.
varldskulturmuseerna.se

THRILLING ACTIVITIES

ACTIONPARK
A dream for skateboarders, BMXers and inline skaters of all ages. This concrete landscape lies behind the Bergakungen cinema, just a stone’s throw from Liseberg amusement park and the Universeum Science Centre. The park is fully landscaped and covers a massive 1,980 square metres.
goteborg.se

BODYFLIGHT
Try flying for yourself in the world’s tallest wind tunnel. Bodyflight, or indoor skydiving, is both a leisure activity and a form of training. The sensation is like throwing yourself out of a plane, but in a safer environment.
bodyflight.se

ESCAPE ROOMS
Gothenburg has several exciting escape rooms to try with family, friends or colleagues.
escapehouse.se | gotescape.se | escapequest.se | escaperoom-goteborg.se | paladia.se

JUMPYARD
Bounce, jump and climb! Soar over the park on the SkyRider ropeway. When you need a break, you can stop off at the café.
jumpyard.se

LEOS LEKLAND
Leos Lekland at Backaplan is an indoor playground for play and adventure. Guaranteed fun for young visitors.
leoslekland.se

PRISON ISLAND
A totally unique adventure concept, inspired by the television challenge series Fort Boyard. You work in teams to solve big and small challenges and collect as many points as possible.
prisonisland.nu

RUSH TRAMPOLINPARK
Rush in Nya Hovås has trampolines and obstacle courses for all ages and abilities. There’s also an X-park where you can conquer the obstacles like a ninja warrior, and a parkour course to practise your skills.
rushtrampolinpark.se/goteborg

Looking for activities for children? Do like local mums and dads do and head for the parks and green spaces, or discover the city’s museums and attractions that cater for children.
PLAYGROUNDS

ANGERED CITY PARK
A park where the colours, designs and play equipment are inspired by the circus. There are slides, climbing ropes, distorting mirrors, trampolines, carousels and giant swings to amuse mini-acrobats and kids eager to play.
goteborg.se

EXERCISPARKEN
Adventure golf, street basketball and beach volleyball are just a sample of what’s on offer in Exercisparken in the southern corner of Heden, at the junction of Engelbrektsgatan and Södra vägen. There are also swings for young and older kids, a sand pit, climbing net and rocking animals.
goteborg.se

FÄRJENÄSPARKEN
One of the largest playgrounds on Hisingen, featuring clamber nets, spinning cups, tepees and animal sculptures. The skateboard park, basketball pitch and outdoor gym are sure to appeal to older kids.
goteborg.se

HISINGSPARKEN
The largest park in Gothenburg has two exciting adventure playgrounds to explore. At Kättilsröd 4H farm you can walk around, watch the animals and see the work done on a traditional farm. There are cows, pigs, goats, sheep, horses, rabbits, chickens and ducks.
goteborg.se

POSITIVPARKEN
Parkour installation, trampolines, music games for slightly older kids and a farmyard-themed playground for the young ones. There are barbecue areas, a boules pitch, outdoor gym and beach volleyball pitch, as well as sheltered areas to sit and enjoy your picnic.
goteborg.se

REGNLEKPLATSEN (RAIN PLAYGROUND)
A playground in Renströmsparken that is especially fun to visit when it’s raining! You can splash in water puddles, shelter under roofs shaped like giant leaves or climb on the frame that symbolises pouring rain.
goteborg.com

SLOTTSSKOGEN
See the moose, Gotland ponies, Gute sheep and other Nordic animals in the zoo. Barnens Zoo is a popular children’s attraction in the summer, where visitors can meet and pet baby pigs and goats. And don’t miss the seals’ and penguins’ feeding time. Plikta playground has lots of exciting things to play on and a large picnic area. Many items of playground equipment can be used by children with physical disabilities and the ground surface is also designed to be accessible. There is also an outdoor gym, boules pitch, table tennis table and chessboard.
goteborg.se/sloittsskogen

GARDEN SOCIETY OF GOTEBURG (TRÄDGÅRDSFÖRENINGEN)
The Garden Society of Gothenburg (Trädgårdsföreningen) has its own playground, with clamber nets, swings and slides set in leafy surroundings. Younger and older kids can play here while you admire the beautiful flower displays or enjoy coffee and a bite to eat at Rosenkaféet or Café Grindstugan.
tradgardsforeningen.se

FOR MORE PLAYGROUNDS, SEE THE APP LEKPLATSEN GÖTEBORG
Shopping in style

Stroll between small, local shops, international chain stores and large department stores. Gothenburg has plenty of second-hand and vintage shops. Here’s everything you need to know for a successful shopping trip.

**SHOPPING STREETS**

**AVENYN AND SÖDRA VÄGEN**
En blandning av små exklusiva butiker och de stora kedjorna.
[avenny.se](http://avenny.se)

**HAGA NYGATA**
Kafélat område med små butiker som erbjuder en rolig mix av gammallt och nytt.
[hagagoteborg.se](http://hagagoteborg.se)

**LINNÉ AND LÅNGGATORNA**
Shopping med avslappnad charm och gott om restauranger.
[innerstadengbg.se](http://innerstadengbg.se)

**SÖDRA LARMGATAN, VALLGATAN AND KUNGSGATAN**
Här finns många småbutiker med en mix av allt från designerprylar till jeans från Göteborg. De stora modekedjorna hittar du längs Kungsgatan.
[innerstadengbg.com](http://innerstadengbg.com)

**SHOPPING CENTRES AND DEPARTMENT STORES**

**ARKADEN, FREDSGATAN 1**
A centrally located shopping centre with around 20 stores selling fashion, design and interior goods.
[arkadengalleria.se](http://arkadengalleria.se)

**FRÖLUNDA TORG SHOPPING CENTRE**
Around 200 shops offering a wide selection of goods. It takes around 20 minutes to get here by public transport from the city centre. If you come by car you can park for free for up to three hours.
[frolundatorg.se](http://frolundatorg.se)

**NK – NORDISKA KOMPANIET, ÖSTRA HAMNGATAN 42**
An exclusive department store with four floors of fashion, accessories, cosmetics and interior design.
[nk.se/goteborg](http://nk.se/goteborg)

**NORDSTAN SHOPPING CENTRE**
Sweden’s top shopping centre, with a great variety of shops, restaurants and cafés.
[nordstan.se](http://nordstan.se)

**SUSTAINABLE SHOPPING, VINTAGE AND SECOND HAND**

**ANTIKHALLARNA, VÅistra HAMNGATAN 63**
One of the finest places in Sweden to browse for antiques. Antique dealers, handicrafts and a café.
[antikhallarna.se](http://antikhallarna.se)

**BEYOND RETRO, FREDSGATAN 1**
Unique second-hand garments, hand-picked from the USA and Canada, from the turn of the century to the 90s.
[beyondretro.com](http://beyondretro.com)

**BOUTIQUE LAILA SECONDHAND, Götabergsgatan 22**
Designer-label clothing, shoes, and accessories.
[boutiquelaila.se](http://boutiquelaila.se)

**BROADWAY & SONS, KORSGATAN 7**
Vintage clothing, military surplus and accessories.
[broadwayandsons.com](http://broadwayandsons.com)

**C-G ANTIKMARKNAD, G:TA TUVÉVÄGEN 15 C**
Furniture from different periods, light fittings, ornaments, glass and crockery.
[cg-antikmarknad.se](http://cg-antikmarknad.se)

**ECOLINÉ, LINNÉGATAN 3**
Organic, vegan skin and hair products, make-up, cleaning products, vitamins, raw food and sun protection. Eco hairdressing and organic animal products, too.
[eccoline.se](http://eccoline.se)

**BJÖRK & FRIHET, LINNÉGATAN 9**
Second-hand and vintage shop with retro fashion and accessories. Your purchase also provides support to solidarity projects in regions such as Palestine and the West Sahara.
[bjorkafrihet.se](http://bjorkafrihet.se)

**NORDSTAN SHOPPING CENTRE**
Sweden’s top shopping centre, with a great variety of shops, restaurants and cafés.
[nordstan.se](http://nordstan.se)

**SUSTAINABLE SHOPPING, VINTAGE AND SECOND HAND**

**ANTIKHALLARNA, VÅistra HAMNGATAN 63**
One of the finest places in Sweden to browse for antiques. Antique dealers, handicrafts and a café.
[antikhallarna.se](http://antikhallarna.se)

**BEYOND RETRO, FREDSGATAN 1**
Unique second-hand garments, hand-picked from the USA and Canada, from the turn of the century to the 90s.
[beyondretro.com](http://beyondretro.com)

**BOUTIQUE LAILA SECONDHAND, Götabergsgatan 22**
Designer-label clothing, shoes, and accessories.
[boutiquelaila.se](http://boutiquelaila.se)

**BROADWAY & SONS, KORSGATAN 7**
Vintage clothing, military surplus and accessories.
[broadwayandsons.com](http://broadwayandsons.com)

**C-G ANTIKMARKNAD, G:TA TUVÉVÄGEN 15 C**
Furniture from different periods, light fittings, ornaments, glass and crockery.
[cg-antikmarknad.se](http://cg-antikmarknad.se)

**ECOLINÉ, LINNÉGATAN 3**
Organic, vegan skin and hair products, make-up, cleaning products, vitamins, raw food and sun protection. Eco hairdressing and organic animal products, too.
[eccoline.se](http://eccoline.se)

**BJÖRK & FRIHET, LINNÉGATAN 9**
Second-hand and vintage shop with retro fashion and accessories. Your purchase also provides support to solidarity projects in regions such as Palestine and the West Sahara.
[bjorkafrihet.se](http://bjorkafrihet.se)

**NORDSTAN SHOPPING CENTRE**
Sweden’s top shopping centre, with a great variety of shops, restaurants and cafés.
[nordstan.se](http://nordstan.se)
ERIKSHJÄLPEN SECOND HAND, VICTOR HASSELBLADS GATA 11
FÖRSTAMAJGATAN 4
ROSENLUNDSGATAN
A fantastic variety of second-hand items. Everything is donated and your purchase also supports vulnerable children and helps to change the world.
erikshjalpen.se

EVERGREEN SECONDHAND, ÅNÄSVÄGEN 6A
One of the oldest second-hand boutiques in Gothenburg. Women’s fashions from the 50s, 60s and 70s.
evergreen-secondhand.se

FABRIKEN, EKEDALSGATAN 16
Furniture, interior design items, clothing and accessories from the 1900s onwards.
fabrikengbg.se

FAVORETRO, KARLAGATAN 8
Selected favourites amid an inspiring combination of retro gems, décor, jewellery, crafts and design. A store that mixes different styles with re-use, in a tribute to colour and design.
favoretro.com

FRAM EKOLIVS, SÖDRA ALLÉGATAN 2
NORDENSKJÖLDSGATAN 18
A wide range of locally produced organic and fair-trade food and hygiene products.
framekolivs.se

GBG DECO, BANGATAN 40
An interiors shop where all the furniture on sale has been carefully selected and professionally renovated, ensuring that all items are in excellent condition.
gbgdeco.se

GOA TIDER, ÅNGPANNEGATAN 2
A wealth of items in every style, from every era. Everything from kitchenware, record players, toys and shoes to furniture, bikes and much more.
gotider.com

HOLMENS MARKNAD, RYTTMÄSTAREGATAN 3
Vintage, clothing and antique furniture.
holmensmarknad.se

ICEBUG, SÖDRA LARMGATAN 9
Icebug offers a wide selection of outdoor shoes. Their shoes reflect consideration for the planet in every detail and show the way in sustainable manufacturing.
icebug.se

KVILLEHYLLAN, KVILLETOUGERGATAN 16
Retro porcelain, teak furniture, art and crafts from local designers.
kvillehyllan.se

MAJORNAS SAKER FRÅN FÖR, MARIAGATAN 13
Furniture, household and interior design items mostly from the 20th century.
facebook.com/MajornasSaker

MAMAS RETRO, TREDJE LÅNGGATAN 36
Children’s clothes, clothing for mum, toys and other items for family living.
mamasretro.com

MISS RAGTIME, MAGASINSGATAN 15
Hand-picked designer-label clothing, boots, leather jackets, coats and individual jewellery.
missragtime.se

MYRORNA, JÄRNTORSGATAN 10
A second-hand shop on several floors, including an inspiring retro department.
myrorna.se

ODD & RAW INTERIOR, SOCKERBRUKET 6
Recycled interior design items with an industrial look. A mix of new, vintage, recycled and upcycled objects.
facebook.com/oddraw

POP BOTIQUE, MAGASINSGATAN 22
A vintage shop with British character. Objects, furniture, clothing and accessories from the 50s to the 80s.
pop-boutique.com

RENINGSBORG SECOND HAND, WIESELCRENSPLATSEN 24
ANGEREDSVINKELN 9
RENINGSVERKSGATAN 1
LAXFISKESVÄGEN 4, PARTILLE
In the four stores you can find furniture, clothing, porcelain and much more.
reningsborg.se

THRIVE, SÖDRA ALLÉGATAN 11
Organic, vegan and Fairtrade fashion for women and men.
thrivestore.se

TRACKS RECYCLE, KARL JOHANSGATAN 76
Second-hand shop focusing on outdoor sports and leisure.
tracksrecycle.se

SWEDISH FASHION AND DESIGN
ACNE STUDIOS, MAGASINSGATAN 19
Flagship store for Acne, one of Sweden’s leading fashion brands for women and men.
acnestudios.com

A DAY’S MARCH, SÖDRA LARMGATAN 13
Swedish clothing brand for men.
adaysmarch.com

ARTILLERIET, MAGASINSGATAN 19
Home interior and design. Furniture, lighting, rugs, fabrics, and skin care from around the world, with a distinctive mix of classic, vintage and modern products.
artilleriet.se
EFVA ATTLING, KUNGSGATAN 61
Jewellery designer Efva Attling specialises in creating pieces that feature words and expressions. Her collections range from engagement and wedding rings to necklaces, earrings, watches and other accessories.
efvaattling.com

EMMA OCH MALENA, VALLGATAN 4
Marine-inspired fashions for men, women and children.
emmamalena.com

FILIPPA K, SÖDRA LARMGATAN 13
Clothing for women and men that reflects Scandinavian minimalism, quality and simplicity.
filippa-k.com

GRANDPA, VALLGATAN 3
Scandinavian and international fashion, as well as life essentials, books, interior design items and furniture. New and vintage.
grandpa.se

NORRGAVEL, MAGASINSGATAN 22
An exclusive interior design and furniture store with the emphasis on the environment, durability and sustainability.
norrgavel.se

NUDIE JEANS, VALLGATAN 15
Internationally famous clothing and jeans from Gothenburg.
nudiejeans.com/vallgatan

OUR LEGACY, SÖDRA LARMGATAN 7
Swedish fashion for men.
ourlegacy.se

SINTRA, LANDSVÄGSGATAN 5
Art & crafts shop and gallery.
sintra.se

SNEAKY STEVE, MAGASINSGATAN 5
Sneaky Steve believes that it takes heart, soul, dirty hands and a whole lot of passion to create a good pair of shoes. A shoe brand established in Gothenburg.
sneakysteve.se

TWIST AND TANGO, HAGA NYGATAN 31
A Gothenburg-based clothing brand that aims to sell products that are environmentally friendly and sustainable.
twisttango.com

VILLERVALLA, HAGA NYGATA 22 AND KORSGATAN 5
Colourful children’s clothing featuring playful patterns.
villervalla.sevillervalla.se

Everything for you, whoever you are
Welcome to Nordstan, Sweden’s most visited shopping center. Discover Gothenburg’s largest selection of shopping, restaurants and ”fika” – right in the city centre.

Mon–Fri 10am–8pm
Sat–Sun 10am–6pm

MORE SUGGESTIONS AT GOTEBOG.COM
EXPLORE GOTHENBURG

Almost everything is within walking distance of the city centre, which makes it easy to explore Gothenburg on foot. We’ve hand-picked some of the best sights that you can manage to fit in even if you are just on a flying visit to the city. The round tour takes around two hours.

TIME TO SPARE? TAKE A DETOUR.

GÖTAPLATSEN. Do like the sea god Poseidon and take in the view from the top of Avenyn, the main boulevard. Arranged in a circle around you are Gothenburg Concert Hall, Gothenburg City Theatre, Gothenburg Museum of Art and the Halsblad Center. The Gustavian Cathedral was designed by the architect C. W. Carlberg and opened in 1815. It is the third cathedral on the same site. The first was opened in 1343 in the name of Gustaf Adolph.

THE GÖTEBORGS OPERA (GÖTEBORGS-OPERAN). The architectural design was inspired by the harbour landscape of silhouetted ships, sail bridges and cranes. An internationally renowned arena for dance, opera, musicals and concerts. The box office is open from the top deck and have the view towards Älvsborgsbron bridge.

GÖTEBORGSCITY AIRPORT

IN A GÅRDETEN. This fish market that was retained its old charm since 1888 and is a must for foodies.

MAKETTHALL (SALUHallen). Breathe in the aromas, sample the delicacies or tuck into an affordable lunch. The Market Hall was completed in 1878, to be a design by the city architect Victor von Delfing. Closed for renovation. Re-opens in 2023.

THE GARDEN SOCIETY OF GOTHENBURG (TRÄDGÅRDSFÖRENINGEN) AND THE PALM HOUSE. One of the best-preserved 19th century parks in Europe. The Rose Garden has thousands of Beautiful roses in summer and the famous Palm House offers a tropical paradise all year round.

Ingenjörsgatan 4

FESKRÖKERA. This fish market that looks like a church is a sign of the almost religious passion with which locals regard seafood. The building was completed in 1875, to a design by the city architect Victor von Delfing.

STENPIREN. One of the best-preserved 19th century ferry piers in Europe. The Rose Garden has thousands of Beautiful roses in summer and the famous Palm House offers a tropical paradise all year round.

MALMÖSTAS. One of the best-preserved 19th century ferry piers in Europe. The Rose Garden has thousands of Beautiful roses in summer and the famous Palm House offers a tropical paradise all year round.

GÖTEBORG CITY AIRPORT

JÄGERNBODEN. One of the best-preserved 19th century ferry piers in Europe. The Rose Garden has thousands of Beautiful roses in summer and the famous Palm House offers a tropical paradise all year round.

STENPIREN. One of the best-preserved 19th century ferry piers in Europe. The Rose Garden has thousands of Beautiful roses in summer and the famous Palm House offers a tropical paradise all year round.

GÖTEBORG CITY AIRPORT

EXPLORE GOTHENBURG

Almost everything is within walking distance of the city centre, which makes it easy to explore Gothenburg on foot. We’ve hand-picked some of the best sights that you can manage to fit in even if you are just on a flying visit to the city. The round tour takes around two hours.

TIME TO SPARE? TAKE A DETOUR.

GÖTAPLATSEN. Do like the sea god Poseidon and take in the view from the top of Avenyn, the main boulevard. Arranged in a circle around you are Gothenburg Concert Hall, Gothenburg City Theatre, Gothenburg Museum of Art and the Halsblad Center. The Gustavian Cathedral was designed by the architect C. W. Carlberg and opened in 1815. It is the third cathedral on the same site. The first was opened in 1343 in the name of Gustaf Adolph.

THE GÖTEBORGS OPERA (GÖTEBORGS-OPERAN). The architectural design was inspired by the harbour landscape of silhouetted ships, sail bridges and cranes. An internationally renowned arena for dance, opera, musicals and concerts. The box office is open from the top deck and have the view towards Älvsborgsbron bridge.

GÖTEBORGSCITY AIRPORT

IN A GÅRDETEN. This fish market that was retained its old charm since 1888 and is a must for foodies.

MAKETTHALL (SALUHallen). Breathe in the aromas, sample the delicacies or tuck into an affordable lunch. The Market Hall was completed in 1878, to be a design by the city architect Victor von Delfing. Closed for renovation. Re-opens in 2023.

THE GARDEN SOCIETY OF GOTHENBURG (TRÄDGÅRDSFÖRENINGEN) AND THE PALM HOUSE. One of the best-preserved 19th century parks in Europe. The Rose Garden has thousands of Beautiful roses in summer and the famous Palm House offers a tropical paradise all year round.

Ingenjörsgatan 4

FESKRÖKERA. This fish market that looks like a church is a sign of the almost religious passion with which locals regard seafood. The building was completed in 1875, to a design by the city architect Victor von Delfing.
Gothenburg Archipelago

Take a deep breath of fresh sea air. The coast and islands around Gothenburg are a unique setting where the craggy shore meets leafy nature. You will find cozy fishing communities and fantastic gourmet experiences here.

EXPLORE THE ARCHIPELAGO

The islands dotted along the coast are close enough to visit for the day and have a totally different tempo to the city. There are accommodation and restaurants on several of the islands, some of which are open all year round. However, we recommended that you check opening times in advance, especially in winter!

The southern islands are car-free, and you can easily reach them by boat from Saltholmen ferry terminal, and at certain times from Stenpiren in the city centre. You can get to Saltholmen by bicycle, bus or tram from central Gothenburg. The same tickets are valid on buses, trams and boats. Buy your ticket from a Västrafik retailer or via Västrafik’s ToGo app. The app allows you to pay for tickets using Visa or Mastercard, or by Swish. You can also look up departure times at vastrafik.se

The northern islands can be reached by car, bus or bicycle via Route 155 heading towards Hisingen/Ockero to the Lilla Varholmen ferry port. Two ferries leave from Lilla Varholmen, heading to Hönö/Ockero and Björkö. Both are free. During the summer, a ferry also goes direct from Stenpiren and Eriksberg in central Gothenburg to Hönö Kläva. For information and tickets, visit styrsobolaget.se

Bikes can be taken on Vägverket and Styrsöbolaget ferries, space permitting.

THINGS TO DO

SWIMMING

Gothenburg’s archipelago offers almost endless possibilities for swimming – whichever island you find yourself on, you’re never far from rocks, beaches and bays.

In the southern part of the archipelago, you’ll find gems such as Vrångö’s child-friendly shallow sandy beach, Utterviksbadet with its own little islet on Styrsö, and the spacious Ramsdalsbadet on Brännö.

On the northern islands, there’s Hästen bathing spot within walking distance of Hönö Kläva, the popular Hjälvik with its volleyball court and ramp on Öckerö, and Vivik with its trampoline and diving tower on Fotö.

PADDLING

Paddling a kayak or canoe is the perfect way to experience the Gothenburg archipelago, which can offer everything from relaxed and tranquil paddling on a calm day, to more challenging days when the frost gnaws at your cheeks. You can easily pull in to a beach or onto the rocky shore for a coffee break.

Hire/guided tours: donsohavskajak.se | escapeoutdoors.se | kajkantenvrango.se | pipeisland.se

WALKING

Hitta Ut – Now you can discover exciting new places in the Gothenburg archipelago while exercising. Look for checkpoints and get the chance to win prizes. Anyone can take part according to their abilities, at any time of the day during the season, which usually runs from May to October. Pick up a map at Gothenburg Visitor Centre or Infopoints in the archipelago, or download the map via the Hitta Ut app. hittaut.nu

The Gothenburg Archipelago Route combines spectacular views with slightly more strenuous walking, running for 27 km along the coast, across Hönö, Fotö, Öckerö and Hålsö. Along the trail, there are sights, bathing spots, places to eat and accommodation. Bus stops along the entire route make for easy access.

visitockero.se

Ersdalen Nature Reserve on western Hönö is popular with those who enjoy bouldering. Many of the rocks are in a specular position right next to the water, for an extraordinary thrill. But you don’t need to be a climbing expert to come here – the area is an experience in itself!

It takes a while to get to the nature reserve on Rörö, but if you love wild animals, flowers and unspoilt scenery you won’t be disappointed. Close to the ferry berth are a café and a food shop where you can buy your own picnic before heading off on one of the walking trails. Björkö offers untouched nature with open landscape, grazing animals and flowering meadows. The island is largely unhabited, and there are many areas for walking.

Björkö offers untouched nature with open landcape, grazing animals and flowering meadows. The island is largely unhabited, and there are many areas for walking.

SHOPPING

The archipelago holds a special attraction if you enjoy shopping at the seaside! Stroll through Hönö Kläva and browse the charming small shops which offer a friendly welcome all year round. You will find a wide selection of clothing, interior design goods, gifts, seaside items, art, food and seafood as well as restaurants. Elsewhere

visitockero.se

Much of Vrångö is a nature reserve, and there are excellent walks. Tännstigen is a shorter stretch that is suitable for wheelchairs and pushchairs. Bird watchers and nature-lovers flock here for the varied flora and fauna.

From the highest point on Brännö, at the old pilot’s look-out on the hill, you can take in views of Vinga and the approach to Gothenburg. From Brännö, you can walk across to the beautiful nature reserve on Gallerö via a narrow land bridge. Here, you will find a wealth of birdlife and nature. Visitors like to paddle across from Brännö, and you can easily bring your kayak up onto the beaches at Gallerö’s bays. You can also enjoy stunning views of the entire archipelago from Styrsö’s highest point, Stora Rö. From here, you can walk along nature trails to Brännholmsviken Bay and the islet of Styrsö Skäret. There is a bridge across to Donsö, so you can walk or cycle between the two islands. Donsö has several trails with spectacular views and picnic spots. You’ll find beautiful nature at the far north and south points of the island.

goteborg.com
in the archipelago you can find art and crafts, interior design and grocery shops spread across the islands, often near the marinas.

**BOAT EXCURSIONS**

Want to see more of the sea? Join a seal safari and see our grey-spotted friends sunbathing on the rocks, or try fishing for crabs, mackerel and lobsters. Tour boats run from Hönö Klåva harbour out to Vinga, the childhood home of Evert Taube, with its distinctive beacon and pier.

Visit: visitockero.se

Information about pitches and guest harbours

Knippla.se

Vandrarhem & ställplats, Källö Knippla

Ställplats Öckerö

Ställplats Hönö Klåva

Visit: nimbusockero.se

Stugor och vandrarhem Nimbus, Öckerö

Stugor, Hönö

Sea Lodge, Björkö

Havskatten.com

Hotell och vandrarhem Havskatten, Hönö

Havskatten.com

Sea Lodge, Björkö

Tullhuset.se

Björkö skär.

Björkö skär skuggahus.

Tour boats run from Hönö Klåva harbour out to Halsö Brygga, Hålso.

Sit on the jetty and enjoy classic archipelago treats, such as prawn sandwiches on home-baked bread, or a pastry. Live music and events on weekends.

Visit: halsobrygga.se

Isbolaget, Donsö

Hotel and restaurant in a converted ice store. Enjoy good food and sea views at the end of the pier in Donsö harbour.

Visit: isbolaget.com

Klova Hamnkrogen, Hönö

A restaurant in Klåva harbour with an open fire and garden.

Klova hamnkrogen.

Lilling Cottage, Hönö

Flowers, pastries, food and interior design all under one roof, together with a wonderful view of the sea in Hönö Klåva harbour.

lilling.se

Mattjes på Knippla, Knippla

A gem on Källö-Knippla where every dish is a great catch. Delightful outdoor seating area right next to the water in the guest marina.

Visit: matjespakinippla.se

Nimbus, Öckerö

Enjoy a delicious lunch or coffee and home-made pastry in the archipelago.

nibusockero.se

Popsicle Café, Donsö and Vrängö

Summer-open café.

strikke.se

RöRÖBOA CAFÉ & RESTAURANG, RÖRÖ

A summer-open café that offers food, drink and many different flavours of homemade ice cream. You can eat outside on the jetty in the harbour.

roroba.se

### ACCOMMODATION

**HOTELS & B&Bs**

B&B Brännö Vargö

brannovarv.se

B&B Rörö rorobedandbreakfast.se

Bed and Bike, Öckerö

bedandbikerockerose.se

Brännö Vårdshus & Pensionat Baggen: brannovardhus.se

Kajkanten, Vrångö

kajkantenvrango.se

Styrsö Tången B&B

stbnb.se

Skärgårdshotellet Hönö skargardshotellethono.se

**HOSTELS AND CAMPING**

Hotell och vandrarhem Havskatten, Hönö

havskatten.com

Sea Lodge, Björkö

Sjöbo och vandrarhem Nimbus, Öckerö

nimbusockero.se

Ställplats Björkö bjorkohamn.se

Ställplats Hönö Kålla honoklova.se

Ställplats Öckerö ockerohamn.se

Vandrarhem & ställplats, Källö Knippla

knippla.se

Information about pitches and guest harbours

visitockero.se

### COFFEE AND A BITE TO EAT

**Brännö Varv Café och Bar, Brännö**

A café and bar that are open in summer in a working boatyard setting with tropical palms. Live music and events.

brannovarv.se

**Brännö Vårdshus, Brännö**

The inn is located in the middle of the island at the old pilot house, and has small cozy rooms and a large garden terrace for eating out. The menu ranges from simple dishes to à la carte, and naturally features plenty of fish and shellfish.

brannovardhus.se

**Båtebackens Café-Restaurang, Styrsö**

A restaurant that is open in summer in the old fishing community of Styrsö Tången, with views towards Brännö and Kånsö.

batebacken.se

**Café Öbergkska, Styrsö**

A charming garden café and herb garden just a stone’s throw from the sea, serving meals and home-baked produce.

obergkska.se

**Café Brännö Brygga, Brännö**

Summer café next to the famous dancefloor area.

facebook.com/cafebrannobrygga

**Check in Restaurant, Hönö**

Quayside restaurant and ice cream café with outdoor seating in Hönö Klåva.

checkinklova.se

**Den Glade Knoden, Knippla**

Restaurant on Källö-Knippla where the food is seasoned with love and the sea, and the atmosphere features joy and creativity.

dengladeknoden.se

**Franses Skärgårdspub, Hönö**

Three-floor restaurant and pub with roof terrace offering fantastic views of the water. Rustic setting with open fire in a old netmaker’s store.

franses.nu

**Hamnkrogen Lotsen, Vrängö**

During the summer months, enjoy a light meal, fresh fish or shellfish from the glazed terrace overlooking the harbour entrance.

fiskeboa-vrango.se

**Hålso Brygga, Hålso**

Sit on the jetty and enjoy classic archipelago treats, such as prawn sandwiches on home-baked bread, or a pastry. Live music and events on weekends.

halsobrygga.se

**Isbolaget, Donsö**

Hotel and restaurant in a converted ice store. Enjoy good food and sea views at the end of the pier in Donsö harbour.

isbolaget.com

**Klova Hamnkrogen, Hönö**

A restaurant in Klåva harbour with an open fire and garden.

klovahamnkrogen.

**Lilling Cottage, Hönö**

Flowers, pastries, food and interior design all under one roof, together with a wonderful view of the sea in Hönö Klåva harbour.

lilling.se

**Mattjes på Knippla, Knippla**

A gem on Källö-Knippla where every dish is a great catch. Delightful outdoor seating area right next to the water in the guest marina.

matjespakinippla.se

**Nimbus, Öckerö**

Enjoy a delicious lunch or coffee and home-made pastry in the archipelago.

nibusockero.se

**Popsicle Café, Donsö and Vrängö**

Summer-open café.

strikke.se

**RöRÖBOA CAFÉ & RESTAURANG, RÖRÖ**

A summer-open café that offers food, drink and many different flavours of homemade ice cream. You can eat outside on the jetty in the harbour.

roroba.se

**Skepset, Björkö**

A popular seafood restaurant in Klåva harbour with a relaxed atmosphere and views of the sea and Vinga lighthouse.

tullhuset.se

**Öckerö Hamncafè, Öckerö**

Café and lunches right at the water’s edge.

facebook.com/ockerohamncafe
VRÅNGÖ

Welcome to Vrångö, the island closest to the open sea. A scenic island in the Southern Archipelago for lovers of fresh seafood, dips in the ocean, hiking and kayaking. 35 min on the ferry from Saltholmen/Gothenburg.

Hotel with boathouse apartments

Hamnkrogen Lotsen Vrångö
+46 709 36 99 06

Fiskeboa Donsö +46 760 08 51 53

Harbour restaurant with seafood shop

www.fiskeboa-vrango.se
Welcome to

HOVÅS KALLBADHUS

Restaurant Café Festvärningar Konferenser

Join us all year around!

Beach, Sauna, Restaurant, Cocktails in the sun
or for sunset.

Live Music & Events
See what’s on at

hovaskallbadhus.se @hovas_kallbadhus

Only 15 min south of Gothenburg, road 158

Address: Fjordvägen 51, Hovås, Tel +46 (0)31-286171

---

Food, coffee and icecream

DONSÖ

Dunsö hamnväg 10
www.popsicle.nl
031 - 97 27 00

VRÅNGÖ

Nätholmsvägen 10
@popsicle_cafe

STENPIREN - HÖNÖ KÅVA VIA ERIKSBERGS FÄRJELÄGE

24 JUNI - 14 AUGUSTI 2022

VÅR- OCH HÖSTTIDTABELL

STENPIREN - BRÄNNÖ HUSVIK

STENPIREN - HÖNÖ KÅVA

HÖNÖ KÅVA - STENPIREN

For info or priser, booking mm:
www.styrsobolaget.se/honotrafiken
www.billetto.se

---

Solnedgång vid havet
Sunset by the sea

Restaurang
Tapas & Vinbar
Festlokal

Cafe & Kiosk
SUP, Kajaker,
Elcyklar uth.

HÖNÖ KÅVA – STENPIREN

21 augusti – 25 september

---

STYRSÖBOLAGET
SUSTAINABLE LOCAL PRODUCE

Everyone is talking about green gastronomy nowadays and there are many ways of exploring this trend for those who want to eat organic, locally produced and tasty dishes. In Vasastan, Happy M Kitchen serves good food that’s also good for the environment, along with fine beers and carefully selected organic wines. The former premises of the auction house on Tredje Långgatan now house the Taverna Averna bistro, which grows Krav eco-labelled herbs on its roof, while the gourmet restaurant Upper House Dining has its own beehives and vegetable garden on one of the roofs of Gothia Towers. Noot Nordik Kitchen prepares delicious, climate-smart food. Tuck into Restaurang Svinn’s lunches made with ‘rescued’ ingredients, or enjoy local produce at Restaurang Familjen. Garveriet and Gunnebo castle and gardens are two destinations just outside Gothenburg which focus on sustainability. Vegofika on Redbergsplatsen serves up a brand new take on vegan baking. Kafé Frilagret has a passion for organic, fairtrade food, and everything is vegetarian – with plenty of vegan and gluten-free options, too.

AWARD-WINNING

Gothenburg boasts five Michelin-starred (2021) restaurants: Bhoga, 28+, Koka, SK Mat & Manniskor and Project.

DINING WITH A RIVER VIEW

Make the views and setting part of your dining experience. From the 12th floor of the Hotel Riverton you get a spectacular view over the harbour mouth, and in the sky bar you can enjoy a drink and a bite to eat. The rooftop bars at Radisson Blu Riverside and River Restaurant on Norra Älvstranden, Långedrags Värdshus and the restaurant at The Göteborg Opera are four other favourites with great views of the water. Henriksberg’s roof terrace features fantastic river views and a large terrace for sitting outside when the weather permits.

A TASTE OF SWEDEN

BERZELIUS BAR & MATSAL, SÖDRA VÄGEN 20
A brasserie offering traditional dishes and popular tapas, with the emphasis on Swedish cuisine.
berzeliusbar.se

DINNER 22, SÖDRA VÄGEN 22
Traditional Swedish dishes served in a homely setting with a friendly atmosphere.
dinner22.se

GÅRDEN, VASAGATAN 40
Scandinavian bistro with a west coast flavour. Archipelago-inspired dishes based on seasonal, locally sourced produce.
gardengbg.se

KOMETEN, VASAGATAN 58
An old favourite in Gothenburg that dates back to the 30s and serves first-class traditional Swedish dishes.
restaurangkometen.se

KUNGSTORGET, KUNGSTORGET 7
Serves well-prepared dishes with a Swedish twist as well as traditional home-cooked dishes that include a generous helping of love and thoughtfulness.
kungstorget.com

LÖFQVIST Å VI, FREDSGATAN 1 (ARKADEN)
The first game restaurant in Gothenburg. Outdoor dining with its own boules pitch.
pivo.nu

SMAKA, VASAPLATSEN 3
A friendly neighbourhood restaurant that serves traditional Swedish dishes at affordable prices.
smakase

TVÅKANTEN, KUNGSSPORTSAVENYN 27
Contemporary Swedish cuisine in a cozy setting midway along the main boulevard, Avenyn.
tvakanten.se

WEST COAST, MÄSSANS GATA 24
A modern bistro that specialises in seafood and locally sourced organic products from the Gothenburg region.
westcoast.se
**EATING & DRINKING**

**FISH AND SHELLFISH**

**FESKAR BRITTAS KRO, KVARNPIREN 8**
Eat fresh fish from Gothenburg fish auction on a characterful timber-clad barge in Eriksberg. The barge also hosts live music and other events such as boat tours and fishing tours.
feskarbrittaskro.se

**FISKBAR 17, MAGASINSGATAN 17**
Fish and shellfish street-style, inspired by harbour towns around the world.
facebook.com/fiskbar17

**FISKEKROGEN, LILLA TORGET 1**
A genuine Gothenburg favourite for fine dining and shellfish. Tradition merges with innovation and a love of good seafood.
fishekrogen.se

**HEAVEN 23, MÅSSANS GATA 24**
Cocktail bar and restaurant on the 23rd floor, with views across the city. Famed for its king-size prawn sandwiches.
heaven23.se

**ISABELLE, TEATERGATAN 22**
Freshly caught fish and shellfish inspired by French-Swedish cuisine, just a stone’s throw from the main boulevard, Avenyn.
isabellerestaurang.se

**SJÖBAREN**
HAGA NYGATA 25, LORENSBERGS GATA 14
A restaurant dedicated to fish and shellfish. With a relaxed atmosphere and reasonable prices.
sjobaren.se

**SJÖMAGASINET, ADOLF EDELSVÅRDS GATA 5**
A flagship for Swedish gastronomy, in a beautiful waterside location. Gourmet dining in a rustic setting, with the emphasis on fish.
sjomagasinet.se

**SKANSHOF, LILLA BERGS GATA 1**
Enjoy fish and shellfish with a New York twist in this former bank on Skansstorget. In the summer, you can hang out on the roof terrace or at the leafy park restaurant at the top of the hill.
skanshof.se

**FAMILY-FRIENDLY**

**DANILÓ, SKÅNEGATAN 16**
Contemporary dishes with influences from Italian, American and Asian cuisine. Located inside the SF Bio Filmstaden Bergakungen cinema complex.
danilorestaurang.se

**JOE FARELLI’S, KUNGSPORTSAVENY 12**
A popular family restaurant that fuses American with Italian cuisine. Brunch on Sundays.
joefarelli.com

**MOON THAI KITCHEN, KRISTINELUNDSGATAN 9**
A warm and colourful setting with the genuine aromas and flavours of Thailand.
moonthai.kitchen.se

**NONNA, KUNGSGATAN 12**
An Italian restaurant with a laid-back, home-from-home atmosphere. Many dishes are served on large platters so everyone can share.
nonna.se

**PINCHOS**
GOTABERGS GATA 28
LILLA TORGET 3
VASAGATAN 43
ÖVRE MAJORSGATAN 4
A wide choice of small dishes – from Spanish quesadillas to Asian dumplings, Hungarian fillet of beef and Belgian waffles.
pinchos.se

**SING SING, KARL JOHANSGATAN 86**
Fancy an hour of karaoke before dinner? At Sing Sing you can live out all your dreams of pop stardom in a private karaoke room before tucking into Vietnamese specialities.
singsinggbg.se
INTERNATIONAL INFLUENCES

BJÖRK & BAMBU, VEGAGATAN 50
A neighbourhood restaurant that sets a high standard. Swedish flavours fused with Asian techniques. bjorkochbambu.se

BUCADO, KASERTORGET 11A
Classic Spanish dishes with an innovative twist. In addition to pinchos, Bocado offers great tapas and cheeses, as well as the famous pata negra ham. bocado.se

DUBBELDUBBEL, KASTELLGATAN 14
Modern Asian cuisine with exciting and imaginative dishes. dubbeldubbel.se

FOODIE, ÖSTRA HAMNGATAN 5
A buffet restaurant offering tastes from all over Asia, prepared with Swedish ingredients. foodierestaurang.se

HELLO MONKEY
KVRKOGATAN 20
LINNEGATAN 52
MAGASINGATAN 26
Flavours from Asia, Australia and Italy are combined in exciting ways here. hellomonkey.net

JAMMIN JAMAICAN SOULFOOD, MARIAPLAN 1
A popular Jamaican food truck that has also opened a café in Majorna. facebook.com/jamminjamaicansoulfood

LA CUCINA ITALIANA, SKÅNEGATAN 33
A warm-hearted Italian restaurant that offers contemporary Italian cuisine. lacucinaitaliana.nu

MANFRED'S BRASSERIE, NORDENSKIÖLDSGATAN 28
A cozy neighbourhood restaurant serving specialities from Austria and Switzerland. The menu includes traditional Wiener schnitzel. manfreds.com

MASALA KITCHEN, ÅNÄSVÄGEN 2
BERZELIIGATAN 7
THÉRES SVENSSONS GATA 6
HOLLANDAREPLATSEN 4
A selection of mild, creamy dishes and spicy South Indian curries masalakitchen.se

MEXIKANSKA MONARKIN, KASTELLGATAN 4
Streetfood made from Swedish produce with Mexican spices. mexikanskamonarkin.se

MR P., GÔTAPLATSEN
A modern, arty restaurant with flavours from all over the world, next door to Gothenburg Museum of Art. mr-p.se

NORDA, DROTTNINGHORTORGET 10
Restaurant inside the Clarion Hotel Post, with a menu that features classic dishes with a twist, inspired by NYC. Brunch on Saturdays and Sundays. restaurangnorda.se

PASTA +, SÖDRA VÄGEN 2
Italian cuisine with a large variety of pasta dishes in an authentic setting. pastaplus.com

TAPAS BY RIVER, OSTINDIEFARAREN 61
From its beautiful location on the quayside at Eriksberg the restaurant offers fine tapas and refreshing drinks in a relaxed and friendly setting. tapasbyriver.se

TACOS & TEQUILA, TREDJE LÅNGGATAN 9
A Mexican restaurant for everyone who loves tacos. tacosandtequila.se

TEXAS LONGHORN, LINNEGATAN 78, SÖDRA VÄGEN 7
Texan-style dining, with the focus on char-grilled meat. Friendly atmosphere. texaslonghorn.se

vRÅ, DROTTNINGHORTORGET 10
Sushi and raw food restaurant where modern Scandinavian gastronomy meets Japanese techniques and traditions. restaurangvra.se

VEGETARIAN AND VEGAN

ANDRUM, ÖSTRA HAMNGATAN 19
One of Gothenburg’s first vegetarian restaurants. Two floors, with a spacious outdoor area in the summer. andrumvegetarisk.se

BLACKBIRD, STIGBERGSLEDEN 3
A vegan restaurant and café run by vegans. facebook.com/blackbirdbargbg

CAFÉ HÅNGMATTAN, DJURGÅRDSGATAN 13
A café with its own stage. Popular vegetarian buffet lunch and weekend brunch. musikenshus.se/cafe-hangmattan

EN DELI HAGA, HAGA NYGATA 15
Mediterranean-inspired vegetarian dishes. Dishes do not contain egg, and most are gluten-free and lactose-free. endelihaga.se

FOLK, OLOF PALMES PLATS
Vegetarian dishes and fine organic wines, with an outdoor terrace in the summer. folkbg.se

GÖTEBORGARE VEGAN, ANDRA LÅNGGATAN 11
The first vegan hamburger restaurant in Gothenburg (and possibly Sweden). There are naturally other dishes on the menu, but they are all vegan. goteborgare.com

HAGABIONS CAFÉ OCH BAR KINO, LINNEGATAN 21
A popular vegetarian restaurant with seating outside in the summer. hagabionscafe.se

JINX FOODTRUCK, MAGASINGATAN 17
Vegan alternatives such as bao buns, tofu, kimchi and vegetables. jinxfoodtruck.com

SOLROSEN, KAPONJÄRGATAN 4A
Gothenburg’s oldest purely vegetarian restaurant. At least one “dish of the day” is vegan. restaurangsolrosen.se

SYSTER MARMELAD, ANDRA LÅNGGATAN 11
Vegetarian dishes and organic wines. sytermarmelad.se

THE GREEN ROOM, LISEBERG
Vegan buffet inside Liseberg amusement park. liseberg.se
EATING & DRINKING

CAFÉS

**AHRLSTRÖMS KONDITORI, KORSGATAN 2**  
A fine old café that has been in the city since 1902.  
ahlstromskonditori.se

**ALKEMISTEN KAFFEBAR, GUSTAF DALÉNSGATAN 14**  
A charming café in the new district of Kvillebäcken.  
Coffee is served with genuine care for the beans and the coffee-making art.  
alkemistenkaffebar.se

**BAKA, OSTINDIEFARAREN 27**  
Organic bakery and café on the quayside at Eriksberg.  
bakastenugnsbakeri.se

**BERTILSSONS STUGA, DELSJÖKÄRRVÄGEN 26**  
Great for coffee and light lunches, set in the beautiful nature reserve next to the lake Lilla Delsjön.  
bertilssonstuga.se

**BROGILLEN, VÄSTRA HAMNGATAN 2**  
A traditional pastry café with a view of the canal.  
brogillen.se

**CAFÉ HUSAREN, HAGA NYGATA 28**  
A café at an historic address, which according to tradition serves the largest cinnamon buns in Gothenburg (and possibly in Sweden?).  
cafehusaren.se

**CAFÉ KRONHUSET, POSTGATAN 4-8**  
Enjoy a coffee break in a part of the city that dates back to the 17th century.  
cafekronhuset.se

**DA MATTEO, MAGASINSGATAN 17**  
A local coffee chain with six cafés around the city centre. Own roasting shop and bakery.  
damatteo.se

**EVAS PALEY, KUNGSPORTSAVENYN 39**  
A fine old café that is open in the evenings and has plenty of space inside and outside.  
evaspaley.se

**FLICKORNA PÅ FÄRJENÅS, KARL IX VÄG**  
Gothenburg’s second-oldest café is dog-friendly and located beneath the Älvsborgsbron bridge on the Hisingen side.  
flickornapafarjenas.se

**FRÖKEN OLSSONS KAFÉ, ÖSTRA LARMGATAN 14**  
A traditional café with a cozy interior.  
frokenolsson.se

**JUNGREN S KAFÉ, KUNGSPORTSAVENYN 37**  
A traditional Gothenburg café dating back to 1895.  
cafecappuccino.se

**KAFÉ LLAMA LLOYD, VÄDERKVARNSGATAN 16**  
Vegetarian cycling culture café in Kville which offers a discount if you come by bicycle. Everything is prepared on site, and is organic where possible.  
llamalloyd.se

**KAFÉ MAGASINET, TREDJE LÅNGGATAN 7**  
A café with a laid-back atmosphere and long opening hours, inside the old auction house.  
kafemagasinet.se

**KAFÉ MARMELAD, MARIAGATAN 17**  
A café with small, cosy rooms and booths in the heart of Kungsladugård.  
kafemarmelad.se

**KONDITORI KAMPANILEN, KARL JOHANGATAN 5**  
Classic high-class café. Everything is prepared with a passion for the ingredients, and with skill.  
kampanilen.se

**KAFFÉ MARRIET, MARIAGATAN 17**  
A café with small, cozy rooms and booths in the heart of Kungsstadugård.  
kafemarmelad.se

**LATTERIA KAFFESALONG, VÄSTRA HAMNGATAN 6**  
Café in the centre of the Antikhallarna antiques arcade.  
antikhallarna.se

**Purrfect Café, SVEAGATAN 6**  
Purr with delight at Gothenburg’s first cat café. Unwind with adorable, adoptable felines.  
purrfectcafe.se

**ROSENKAFÉET, THE GARDEN SOCIETY OF GOTHENBURG (TRÄDGÅRDSFÖRENINGEN)**  
Open in high season, a café that overlooks the rose garden.  
rosenkafeet.se

**STEINBRENNER & NYBERG**  
A Gothenburg chain with seven cafés around the city. Menu includes soups and a cake buffet.  
steinbrenner-nyberg.se

**SWEDISH MATCH, KUNGSTORGET 10**  
An espresso bar where you can also blend your own smokeless tobacco (snus).  
swedishmatch.se/vara-butiker/goteborg

**VIKTORS KAFFE, GEIJERSGATAN 7**  
A wide selection of coffees and a passion for interior design.  
viktorsskaffe.se

**VILLA BELPARC, A O ELLIOTS VÄG 10**  
A beautifully situated café in Slottsskogen city park.  
villabelparc.se
EATING & DRINKING

PARKING IN GOTHENBURG
You can park at all spots marked with the Parkering Göteborg symbol.
Pay with:
• Card
• The Parkering Göteborg app
Read more at
www.parkeringgoteborg.se

NIGHTLIFE AROUND LÅNGGATORNA
The area around the square Järntorget – and particularly the four Långgatan streets – are the hub of Gothenburg’s alternative and more laid-back nightlife. Östugan Tull is a wine bar with outdoor tables during the summer. Byns Bistro is located on Tredje Långgatan, and is also an antique shop where the décor in the dining room is for sale. At weekends, there is often traditional live troubadour music. Första Långgatan is home to Haket, an LGBTQ-friendly pub with a wide range of beers, quizzes and karaoke. Le Pub is a beer and wine bar, often with classic jazz on offer. Pustervik on Järntorget is one of Sweden’s leading venues for concerts and club nights.

NIGHTCLUBS ALONG AVENYN
The main boulevard Kungsportsavenyn, known simply as Avenyn, stretches from the bridge at Vallgraven, right up to Götaplatsen. The street is lined with nightclubs, bars and restaurants. The four-floor Hard Rock Cafe is a popular spot. Across the street is Valand, with its night club, cabaret shows and concerts. Lounges never disappoint, and offers multistorey clubbing: room after room, floor after floor, all the way up to the roof terrace. Up at the square Götaplatsen, you’ll find the Park Lane night club and cabaret restaurant. The gay club night Queer is held here on the last Friday of every month. On Storgatan, near Avenyn, is the four-storey Yaki-Da, where each of the many different dance floors has its own musical style. Restaurang Trädgårn, next to the beautiful Trädgårdensföreningen, features a wide range of shows, concerts and club nights.

NIGHTLIFE WITHIN VALLGRAVEN
North and South American-inspired restaurant, pub and club Barabicu offers great food and cocktails. On Friday and Saturday evenings, the DJs spin a mix of hip-hop, funk/soul and disco. Tranquilo is the very opposite of what its Spanish name suggests. The restaurant becomes a dance venue into the early hours, serving up hot salsa – for both the tastebuds and the ears. Magasingatan is home to Puta Madre, a restaurant and bar with sumptuous red velvet décor, chandeliers and the Nordic region’s widest range of tequilas. Steampunk Bar lives up to its name, with steaming machinery and a generous touch of fantasy. Drinks are often served smoking and bubbling by skilled bartenders. Bee Kök & Bar refers to itself as ‘straight friendly’, and welcomes everyone to dance late into the night. On Drottninggatan, you’ll find the award-winning Gretas – one of Gothenburg’s most popular gay clubs across two floors. Dance to everything from house to schlager, often with top DJs from around Sweden.
We offer a wide range of classic casino games in an international environment. Bring your friends and enjoy a casino evening with delicious food, games and entertainment.

Please scan the code for further information.

We take food seriously

Experience great Chinese food at Gansu Kitchen, collaborative cooking at Gang’s Taste, the best coffee in town at da Matteo and lunch where East meets West at the World of Food.
Hotels and accommodation

Wake up refreshed and wrap yourself in a fluffy bathrobe before getting ready for a day in the city. Almost all Gothenburg’s hotels are environmentally certified in accordance with at least one of the strictly controlled environmental standards. Have a nice stay!

Scan the QR code to read more about eco-labeled hotels.
**ACCOMMODATION**

- **SCANDIC BACKADAL**, BÄCKEBOLSVÄGEN +46 (0)31-751 50 00
- **SCANDIC CROWN**, POLHEMSPLATSEN 3 +46 (0)31-751 51 10
- **SCANDIC EUROPA**, NILS ERICSONSGATAN 21 +46 (0)31-751 65 00
- **SCANDIC GÖTEBORG CENTRAL**, VIKINGSGATAN 7
- **SCANDIC NO. 25, BURGRPREVEGATAN 25 +46 (0)31-751 55 00
- **SCANDIC OPALEN**, ENGELBREKTSGATAN 73 +46 (0)31-751 53 00
- **SCANDIC RUBINEN**, KUNGSSPORTSVEJEN 24 +46 (0)31-751 54 00
- **SPAR HOTEL GÄRDA**, NORRA KUSTBANEGATAN 15-17 +46 (0)31-752 03 00
- **STYRSÖ SKÄRET HOTEL AND RESTAURANG, SKÄRETSGATAN 53, STYRSÖ +46 (0)721 90 89 00
- **SURE HOTEL BY BEST WESTERN ALLÉN**, PARKGATAN 10 +46 (0)31-31-10 14 50
- **SURE HOTEL BY BEST WESTERN CENTER, STORA BADHUSGATAN 28 +46 (0)31-17 40 50
- **TREETOP-SPA HANGOUT & HOTEL, A.S. LAHLVAGEN 127 +46 (0)31-55 39 81
- **UPPER HOUSE**, MÄSSANS GATA 24, 25 E VÄNINGEN +46 (0)31-708 82 00

**HOTELS NEAR GÖTEBORG**

- **BEST WESTERN HOTELL HALLAND, STORGATAN 35, KUNGSHOLMEN +46 (0)30-775 30 00**
- **BEST WESTERN PLUS ÄBY HOTEL, ÄBY ARENAVÄGEN 8B +46 (0)31-384 02 00**

**APARTMENTS, CAMPING AND CABINS**

- **GOOD MORNING MÖLNDAL, IDROTTSVÄGEN 6, MÖLNDAL +46 (0)31-67 96 30**
- **HOTELL EKEN, EKENLEDEN 1A, KÄLLERED +46 (0)31-385 40 10**
- **HOTELL MÖLNDALSBRO, NÄMNDEMANSGATAN 5, MÖLNDAL +46 (0)31-87 01 20**
- **HOTEL FARS HATT, GAMLA TORGET 2, KUNGÄLV +46 (0)303 109 70**
- **HOTEL SURTE, GÖTEBOGRSVÄGEN 24-26 +46 (0)31-98 05 80**
- **HÅLLNÄS, LÄNGNAS 150, MÖLNLINKE +46 (0)31-91 64 44**
- **LANDVETTER AIRPORT HOTEL GOTHENBURG, FLYGETS HOTELVÅG 2 +46 (0)31-97 75 50**
- **NÄSS FABRIKER, SPINNERIVÄGEN 1, TOLLERED +46 (0)31-799 63 00**
- **SCANDIC LANDVETTER, FLYGFRAKTVÄGEN 5 +46 (0)31 37 32 00**
- **SCANDIC MÖLNDAL, BARNHEMSGATAN 23 +46 (0)31-751 52 00**
- **SKÅRGÅRDSHOTELLET HÖNÖ, VÄSTRA VÄGEN 17, HÖNÖ +46 (0)31-96 96 80**
- **STENUNGSBADEN YACHT CLUB, SÖDRA STENUNGSBADEN +46 (0)303-73 68 00**
- **SÄRHÖS HOTELL, KONFERENS & SPA, SÄRHÖS UTISIKTSTÄNGET 11, SÄRHÖ +46 (0)31-93 60 90**
- **THORSKOG SLOTT, THORSKOG 100, VÄSTERLANDA +46 (0)302 66 10 00**
- **ÖJAREDBRÖST, ÖJAREDBRÖST 59, FLODA +46 (0)302-373 00**

**APARTMENTS, CAMPING AND CABINS**

- **BJÖRSJÖS VILDMARK, OLOFS TORP +46 (0)706 11 23 12**

**DESIGN APARTMENTS, ÖSTRA LARMGATAN 10 +46 (0)31-701 70 70**

**GÖTEBOGS CAMPING LILLEBY, LILLEBYVÄGEN 100, TORSLANDA +46 (0)735 13 71 00**

**HÖNÖSTUGOR, LÖKHOLMSSVÄGEN 12, HÖNÖ +46 (0)31-966 741**

**LISEBERGS BYN CAMPING, OLBERSGATAN 9 +46 (0)31-40 01 00**

**LISEBERGS CAMPING ASKIM STRAND, MARHOLMSSVÄGEN 124, ASKIM +46 (0)31-40 01 00**

**WOW APARTMENTS +46 (0)76 04 00 77 11**

**BED & BREAKFAST / HOSTELS**

- **BLÅ HUSED BED & BREAKFAST, TORNÖY GÅRDSSTEDSGATAN 36 +46 (0)31-49 01 12**
- **GÖTEBOGS HOSTEL, MÖLNDALSväGEN 23 +46 (0)31-40 10 50**
- **HÄYSKATTEN HOTELL & VANDRAREHIM, RÖDVÄGEN 73, HÖNÖ +46 (0)706 74 93 60**
- **HOTEL SNOOZEMORE, KVILLETORGET 4 +46 (0)31 799 09 10**
- **HOTEL OCH VANDRAREHIM 10, GÖTEBOGSväGEN 64, SÄVEDALEN +46 (0)31-386 50 30**
- **KUNGSSBACKA VANDRAREHIM, GÖTEBOGSväGEN 515, KUNGSSBACKA +46 (0)300 381 60**
- **KVIBERS VANDRAREHIM, LILLA REGEMENTSVÄGEN 35 +46 (0)31-43 50 55**
- **LE MAT B&B GÖTEBOGS VANDRAREHIM, KRISTINELUNDSGATAN 13 +46 (0)31-20 48 00**
- **LINNE HOSTEL, VEGAGATAN 22 +46 (0)31-12 10 40**

**ACCOMMODATION**

- **ACCOMMODATION LINNEPLATSENS HOTELL & VANDRAREHIM, LINNEPLATSEN 8 +46 (0)31-775 75 75**
- **MASTHUGSTERRASSENS VANDRAREHIM, MASTHUGSTERRASSENSväGEN 10 H +46 (0)31-42 48 20**
- **NIMBUS ÖCKERÖ, BJÖRNHUVUDSVÄGEN 49, ÖCKERÖ +46 (0)31-96 25 55**
- **NORDISKA FOLKÖRGÅRDEN, OLOF PALMEväGEN 1, KUNGÄLV +46 (0)303-20 62 00**
- **NÄÄS SLOTT, FLODA +46 (0)76 32 318 39**
- **PARTILLE VANDRAREHIM B&B, LANDVETTERVÄGEN 50, ÄSTEBRO +46 (0)31-44 65 01**
- **SLOTTSKOGENS HOSTEL, VEGAGATAN 21 +46 (0)31-42 65 20**
- **STF STIGBERGSLIDEN VANDRAREHIM, STIGBERGSLIDEN 10 +46 (0)10-190 24 80**
- **SPOTON HOTEL & SPORTSBAR, MÖLNDALSväGEN 3 +46 (0)31 40 12 74**
- **TORPET MON, BRUDAREMOSSEN 10 +46 (0)70-508 13 44**

**WENDELSBERG HOTELL OCH VANDRAREHIM, ÖSKAR LUNDSväGEN 3, MÖLNLINKE +46 (0)31-338 05 35**

**MOTORHOME PARKS**

- **HUSBILSPARKERING KLIPPAN, ADOLF EDELSDVÄRSGATAN Parking max 48 hours**
- **LISEBERGS STÄLLPLATS SKATÅS, SKATÅSVÄGEN 25 +46 (0)31-40 01 00**
- **PARTILLE STÄLLPLATS, LANDVETTERVÄGEN 50, ÄSTEBRO +46 (0)31-44 65 01**
GETTING AROUND THE CITY

PUBLIC TRANSPORT
Västtrafik operates trams, buses, boats and commuter rail services in Gothenburg and western Sweden. The same tickets and travel cards can be used on all forms of transport. Buy your ticket from a Västtrafik retailer or via Västtrafik’s ToGo app. The app allows you to pay for tickets using Visa or Mastercard, or by Swish. You can also look up departure times in the app. vasttrafik.se

AIRPORT SHUTTLE
Between Göteborg Landvetter Airport and Nils Ericsonterminalen via Korsvägen, Berzeliiagatan and Kungsportsplatsen. Tickets can be bought online, at Västtrafik sales outlets or on board the shuttle bus. Note, payment by credit card only, not cash. flygbussarna.se

CONGESTION TAX
Gothenburg imposes a congestion tax on vehicles registered in Sweden and abroad. The congestion tax applies when you drive in/out or through Gothenburg from Monday to Friday between 06:00 and 18:29. Exceptions apply on Saturdays, Sundays, public holidays, the day before a public holiday and July, when no congestion charge is applied. Congestion charges are applied automatically. An invoice will be sent to your home address. transportstyrelsen.se

TRAFFIC INFORMATION
For up-to-date information about events, roadworks and other factors that may affect traffic and travel routes, see trafikgoteborg.se och trafiken.nu/goteborg

ACCESSIBILITY
You can find accessibility information for a variety of businesses in Gothenburg on the t-d.se website. Among other things you can check if they have a lift or wheelchair ramp. Many attractions, such as hotels and museums, are accessible. The Got Event Tillgänglighet app has been created for events, to make the City of Gothenburg’s arenas more accessible for those who use audio description, sign language interpreting or hearing loops. At goteborg.se you can find more general information on accessibility in Gothenburg.